HYDROGRAPHIC MетеOROLOGY ADVANCED SURVEY

AIM OF COURSE
The aim of the Hydrographic Meteorology Advanced Survey (HMAS) course is to provide a comprehensive and broad based knowledge in all aspects of the theory and practice of hydrography and allied disciplines for individuals who will practice analytical reasoning, decision making and development of solutions to non routine problems.

The HMAS course is designed to produce a hydrographer who can meet five Training Performance Standards:

- Conduct hydrographic surveys in support of nautical charting and military operations
- Plan Surveys
- Analyse Survey Data
- Present Survey Products
- Maintain Survey Standards

OUTLINE SYLLABUS
The HMAS course takes place over a period of 22 weeks, which is subdivided into seven modules listed below.

- Meteorology and Oceanography Module
- Mathematics and Applied Science
- Geodesy Control and Adjustment
- Data Gathering Analysis and Validation
- Survey Planning and Data Management including GIS
- Positioning and Tides
- Practical Survey and Survey planning

ENTRY STANDARDS
Students must have completed an International Hydrographic Organisation (IHO) accredited Category B course and consolidated the training with a minimum of 2 years practical surveying experience in a seagoing unit.
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EXAMINATIONS / QUALIFICATIONS GAINED

FOST HM is an Academic partner of Plymouth University and students are registered for a Post-Graduate Diploma in Hydrographic Surveying at the beginning of the course.

The Diploma will be awarded to those students who achieve at least 50% in all modules 2 - 7.

In addition to accreditation with Plymouth University, the HMAS Course is also accredited with the International Hydrographic Organisation and Institute of Marine Engineering, Science & Technology.

International Hydrographic Organisation Recognition.

The PG Dip programme includes the International Hydrographic Organisation's Category A syllabus and two optional units: Nautical Charting Hydrography and Military Hydrography. Nautical Charting Hydrography includes the collection, assimilation and presentation of data to support marine navigation, and Military Hydrography includes hydrographic surveying in support of anti-submarine, mining and amphibious operations.

Institute of Marine Engineering, Science and Technology Recognition.

The IMarEST recognises that the training offered to Royal Navy Hydrographic, Meteorological and Oceanographic Officers and Ratings is amongst the best in the world, with excellent professional development assessment and quality control mechanisms in place. Consequently the IMarEST has created a special streamlined process for HM officers and ratings to apply for IMarEST Professional Membership and Registration, depending on their level of experience. Successful completion of the PG Dip programme qualifies students to become:

Chartered Scientist (CSci).

Chartered Marine Scientist (CMarSci).

Chartered Marine Technologist (CMarTech).